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m A r g r i e t  J .  H A A g s m A

hellenIstIc housIng In achaIa phthIotIs: a regIonal approach  
to domestIc economy and socIal organIzatIon1

following the call for a more regional approach towards the Hellenistic world by S. alcock2, a number 
of studies have been published approaching the archaeology of this period from a more regional perspec-
tive. Such a perspective is a challenge in studies of domestic economy and housing, since our data is more 
dependent on detailed – and thus time-consuming – excavations as well as publications. We simply lack the 
specificity needed. nonetheless, in this paper, i will take a regional outlook in the study of housing and do-
mestic economy. i will argue that such studies are useful, but that we should identify a few possible pitfalls 
in such studies as well.

my region of study is achaia Phthiotis in central greece. Within this region, two major urban Hellenistic 
centers are currently being studied: new Halos3 and kastro kallithea4. i will discuss and compare both cities 
in terms of the methodologies of excavation and artifact analysis, the architecture and the layout of the houses 
and their contents. in conclusion, i will assess what these houses tell us about urban life in achaia Phthiotis 
during the Hellenistic period, arguing that it is not possible to design a uniform interpretive framework or 
model for cities such as these, but that cities have a habitation history of their own, which we should take 
into account even on the regional level.

achaia Phthiotis

achaia Phthiotis is part of thessaly. it belongs to the outlying regions of the large thessalian flatlands, 
which consist of a variety of landscapes with rolling hills alternating with small plains and areas with a 
more mountainous character such as the othris mountains. the borders of achaia Phthiotis were relatively 
fluid throughout history but in general the region was bounded by the gulf of malis, the thessaliotis plain, 
the Phthiotis plain and the Pagasitic gulf. a number of urban centers dating to the classical and Hellenistic 

 1 i would like to thank the Hellenic ministry of culture, the 15th ephorate of Prehistoric and classical antiquities, the university 
of alberta, the canadian institute in greece and the municipality of narthaki for their continuing support of the archaeological 
project at kastro kallithea. i would also like to express my gratitude to H. r. reinders for letting me use the data of the Halos 
project and for providing me with helpful information on the site and its surroundings. i am also very grateful for the useful 
information by S. karapanou, especially in regard to the Hellenistic houses she excavated at Pharsala. S. gouglas has been 
invaluable in the kallithea project: measurements of the visible architecture have taken place under his supervision and he 
produced the major maps of the site (figs. 12 – 14). all of the other plans in this paper are my own, except where mentioned 
otherwise. my warm thanks also go to S. Hijmans, for his suggestions and comments on earlier drafts of this paper. any mistakes 
or shortcomings are – of course – my own.

 2 S. aLcock, breaking up the Hellenistic World: Survey and Society, in: i. MorriS (ed.), classical greece: ancient Histories and 
modern archaeologies (cambridge 1994) 171 – 190.

 3 the Halos archaeological Project is directed by H. r. reinders of groningen university in cooperation with the 13th ephorate 
of Prehistoric and classical antiquities at Volos. the project commenced in 1976 and has produced numerous publications. four 
monographs have appeared among which reinderS 1988 and reinderS – pruMMeL 2003, with contributions of g. Van boekeL, 
Y. burnier, m. J. haagSMa, S. e. hiJManS, V. beeStMan-kruiJShaar, b. MuLder, W. pruMMeL, H. r. reinderS, J. ScheLViS and 
H. WoLdring.

 4 the archaeological Project at kastro kallithea is an initiative of the undersigned and is carried out in cooperation with the 15th 
ephorate of Prehistoric and classical antiquities at Larissa. the project started in 2004. apart from annual fieldwork reports, 
and smaller papers, a major article was published in mouseion (tziaFaLiaS et al. 2006). a second preliminary publication of the 
survey results is forthcoming. once our fieldwork has finished, the results are to be published in a monograph.
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periods have been identified in this area: melitaia, Phthiotic thebes, Phthiotic eretria, Xylades, Pteleon, 
antron, Larissa kremaste, Halos and the site at kastro kallithea (fig. 1).

Halos
many of these urban centers underwent a physical change at the end of the 4th century and the beginning 

of the 3rd c. bc. new layouts were established in all cases, including extensive fortifications. of all these 
urban centers, the one of new Halos is the best researched so far. Halos is located at the southern end of 
the small coastal plain of almiros, in antiquity named the krokian plain. the classical city has been identi-
fied at magoula Plataniotiki near the Pagasitic gulf and is situated on a sandy reef amidst a coastal swamp 
(fig. 2). it was this city that was destroyed by Parmenion, the general of Philip ii, in 346 bc as reported 
by demosthenes5. research has indicated that a new city was established around 302 bc farther from the 
coast, between a spur of the othris mountains and the coastal marsh, effectively closing off the coastal plain6. 
excavations revealed that the city was inhabited for only about 35 years. all signs point to an abandonment 
of the city around 265 bc after a sudden event. only the south-eastern city gate seems to have remained 
inhabited throughout the remainder of the 3rd c. bc7.

the strategic importance of the site can also be recognized in its fortifications and its layout (fig. 3). the 
city consists of two parts: a higher triangular area, surrounded by an enceinte with towers and gates located 
on the slope of a hill and an acropolis on the summit. the lower area, rectangular in form, is surrounded by 
an enceinte with towers and gates as well (fig. 4). the layout of the lower city follows a grid plan, as far as 
could have been determined, consisting of streets and a small number of avenues, resulting in abnormally 
long housing blocks, the longest of which measures 220 m in length. at the beginning of the archaeological 
fieldwork in Halos, in 1976, the architecture at the site proved to be very well preserved, despite the rather 
shallow stratigraphy. many of the foundations of the houses and housing blocks were still easily visible at 
the surface. the site was originally in use as grazing grounds but was increasingly utilized for agriculture 
as a result of the introduction of heavy agricultural machinery. in rapid pace large parts of the site were 
destroyed by bulldozering away the foundation stones of the buildings within the lower city. this necessi-
tated action and a plan was made to excavate a number of houses in the lower city on pieces of land that 
were not yet affected by the agricultural activities. over the next years these pieces of land were bought by 
the netherlands institute at athens and expropriated on behalf of the greek state in order to secure them 
for future research. the fact that the site had only been inhabited for a short time and seemed to have been 
abandoned suddenly made it very worthwhile to record the contents of the houses in detail in order to obtain 
insight into the location of activity areas and thus into the organization of domestic space. the first house 
to be excavated in 1977 was the House of the coroplast, followed by the House of the geometric krater in 
1984. i myself joined the project in 1987 with the beginning of the excavation of the House of agathon. i 
helped to set up a system of excavating and recording the material found in this house and the subsequent 
houses with the aim to conduct an analysis of the distribution of finds, work that i have recently taken up 
again. Six houses have now been completely excavated and the architecture of these houses and a catalogue 
of finds were published in a monograph, which appeared in 20038.

the houses are simple in their layout and can be summarized as single entrance courtyard houses as ex-
emplified in fig. 5. two houses (the House of the coroplast and the House of the Snakes) were located on 
the northern side of their respective housing block and four houses (the House of the Ptolemaic coins, the 
House of agathon, the House of the amphorae and the House of the geometric krater) on the south side. 
the houses are very similar in size, each measuring about 15 m in depth and with a width ranging between 
12.50 m and 15 m. We have found no evidence for a second floor, such as stairways or stones serving as 
bases for wooden stairs. We have also not found any bases for pillars or stairs which would support the 
 5 demosth. or. 19, 39.
 6 this is the result of several seasons of excavation at various locations in new Halos starting in 1976; cf. reinderS 1988; reinderS 

– PruMMeL 2003.
 7 reinderS et al. 1996.
 8 reinderS – pruMMeL 2003. another monograph on the social organization and domestic economy at new Halos, based on the 

analysis of artifacts and their distribution in the houses is in preparation (haagSMa in preparation). in the summer of 2007, the 
groningen team started excavating another house which was labelled the House of the tub.
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presence of a second floor, such as is the case at olynthus9. all the floors of the houses were constructed of 
trodden earth on top of a Pleistocene sedimentation of stone cobbles mixed with soil. in only one case the 
remains of a pebble floor were discovered. the distribution of the finds did not suggest a possible fall from 
an upper story, since all broken potsherds that could be restored to one particular vessel were retrieved from 
individual rooms. the stratigraphy at Halos is fairly straightforward and does not provide any indication 
for a floor level lying on top of a lower floor10. in addition, the deposit is shallow, while the area has not 
been particularly prone to erosion. there is also no indication for the quarrying of foundation stones of the 
houses11. this might be an indication that the upper structure of mud-brick was not very high. We therefore 
assume that the houses all had one floor.

the covered parts of the houses all have a very comparable configuration (fig. 6). usually there is a main 
living room with four adjoining spaces and an extra room or corridor. the rooms are also surprisingly identi-
cal in relative size. the large living rooms, for instance, consistently take up between 17 and 20.67% of the 
total space in a house. the recent excavation of the House of the tub supports these strong spatial similarities 
even though the plan of this house appears to be similar only to that of the House of the coroplast.

another aspect in which the houses at new Halos are quite similar is that there are no signs of any form 
of spatial articulation. While in houses at comparable sites we find cement floors, painted walls, mosaics 
and the use of stone ornaments such as capitals, none of these elements have been found in new Halos. all 
of the houses were constructed of simple materials12. maybe they were decorated with perishable materials, 
but no evidence of that has survived. the houses in new Halos show a lot of similarities, especially in their 
spatial configuration, but that does not necessarily mean that this is the case with regard to their usage as 
well, since a comparable internal division of spaces does not necessarily indicate similarities in human ac-
tivities taking place in those spaces. it is therefore necessary to look at the distribution of finds within the 
houses. the location and preservation of artifacts and especially the identification of potential ›tool kits‹ 
could tell us something about the nature of domestic activities and therefore about the organization of the 
household itself.

as already indicated, the stratigraphy of the excavated houses at Halos is a simple one, which is shown 
in fig. 7. the majority of finds were located on a distinct floor level at a depth of only about 0.30 m. in most 
of the houses we discovered many vessels and other artifacts scattered over floors, often mixed in or located 
under roof tiles. in certain areas the surface of the houses has been affected by harrowing13. the excavation 
and recording methods at Halos have been (and will be) explained elsewhere in detail14, but in summary we 
can state that all artifacts have been recorded by room. the study of these artifacts has been finalized; metal, 
organic material and coins have been analyzed and the sherds have been collected, sorted, counted, weighed 

 9 cahiLL 2002, 95.
 10 haagSMa 2003, 39.
   11 quarrying at Halos is documented in the 19th c. according to J. L. uSSing, griechische reisen und Studien (copenhagen 1857) 

100, the large blocks of the eastern city wall were quarried to erect the fort of beli Pasha, just outside almiros. recent research 
at the medieval site of almiros has shown that quarrying must already have occurred in medieval times, since the tower of 
a byzantine fortress at tsingeli was constructed of city wall stones from both Halos and Phthiotic thebes (H. r. reinderS – 
Y. aaLderS, the medieval city of almiros and its Hinterland, Pharos 15, 2007, 47 – 58 esp. 52). all foundation stones found in 
new Halos derive from the hill on which the acropolis is located. this hill consists of a particular limestone which has proven 
to be very suitable for the production of lime, as indicated by the presence of many traditional lime kilns in the southern plain of 
almiros. in the earlier 20th c. a quarry was started up at the foot of the upper city, »where a strip of 400 × 150 m. has been cut 
away« (reinderS 1988, 60). this quarry is not in use anymore. another large quarry was started up in the early 1990s outside 
the ancient city at the west side of the acropolis of Halos. apart from their use as building material, part of the city walls might 
therefore have suffered from quarrying for the production of lime as well. Yet, most of the much smaller stones of the foundation 
walls of the houses have escaped this fate since many of these foundations were still visible in situ at the surface of the site 
during the 1970s (reinders, personal communication; haagSMa 2003, 39 f.).

 12 haagSMa 2003, 39 – 47.
 13 the effect of these post-depositional processes has been carefully examined as part of the study of the distribution of finds 

(haagSMa in preparation) and in summary we can state that the finds in the Halos houses show a distinct distribution pattern and 
that the effects of post-depositional processes on this distribution are limited (contra m. fiedLer, Houses at Leukas in acarnania: 
a case Study in ancient Household organization, in: b. auLt – L. neVett [eds.], ancient greek Houses and Households. 
chronological, regional and Social diversity [Philadelphia 2005] 99 – 118).

 14 haagSMa 2003, 39; haagSMa in preparation.
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and drafted, work that i carried out together with c. beestman-kruyshaar, who has published the ceramics15. 
as part of this project, we also studied the ceramic finds in more detail laying out all sherds room by room, 
carefully reconstructing individual vessels. as an example of artifact distribution, i will present the results of 
storage pottery in two houses: the House of the Snakes and the House of the broken amphorae16. the total 
volume of material derived from these two houses was substantial. the House of the Snakes, for instance, 
yielded 32 908 sherds, weighing 823 kg including the roof tiles. excluding the roof tiles, these numbers are: 
17 504 pottery sherds, weighing 165 kg.

i have taken one category – long term storage – as an example, the distribution of pithoi, transport am-
phorae and pithos lids over the various spaces in each of the two houses. not surprisingly, we witness that 
storage in both houses was limited to very particular areas, usually one or two rooms. in the House of the 
Snakes these are rooms 5 and 6. room 5 yielded 21 kg of amphora sherds, which could be separated into 
at least 5 individual vessels after sorting. We have not been able to reconstruct and restore all the vessels 
we found, but we can be certain that most of the amphorae found are of northern greek provenance, with 
storage capacities ranging from 20 to 50 litres17. in contrast, only a total of 3.5 kg of pithos fragments were 
found, although these too belong to at least 5 different vessels. the presence of these different vessels cor-
responds with the empty pithos holes that we found in both rooms 5 and 6. the lack of sherds may be a 
result of a variety of depositional and post-depositional processes. it may have been the effect of harrowing, 
whereby larger sherds become more distributed over the site’s surface in comparison to the smaller ones. 
or, since larger pots – like pithoi – are more expensive, salvation of these items might have been part of the 
abandonment of the houses.

as its name betrays, the House of the amphorae yielded a large number of storage vessels as well (fig. 9), 
but here we see that the pithoi and amphorae are stored separately. room 5 contained at least 5 amphorae, 
the surviving sherds weighing 26 kg in total, while several other amphorae were found apparently elsewhere 
in the house. Pithoi were restricted to room 4. this small area yielded 5 vessels and 21 kg of material. two 
small benches at the side of the room may indicate the original location of the pithoi. despite this difference 
in distribution, the storage capacities of both houses are nonetheless quite comparable (fig. 10).

it is noteworthy that at Halos all houses have storage capacities, although not in the same volume. the 
houses can – in fact – be separated into two sets: the two largest houses (200 q. m. +) possess the largest 
numbers of both pithoi and amphorae while the four smaller houses (147 – 166 sq. m.) contain fewer of both, 
with the exception of the House of agathon, where a very large number of all kinds of vessels, loom-weights, 
figurines and agricultural equipment was found in one single room (room 5). it is also interesting to note 
that of the only two houses in new Halos of which we have indications of the inhabitant’s occupation, we 
witness differences in storage volume. the House of agathon, with its stored agricultural equipment has by 
far the largest storage volume of the smaller houses18. this may indicate that the main economic base of the 
household occupying the House of agathon was agricultural in character, necessitating storage vessels such 
as those found. the house with the smallest volume was occupied by a coroplast, i.e. somebody not or only 
partially dependent on agricultural produce, which may reflect the presence of a relatively small number of 
storage vessels.

do these observed differences in storage capacities mean that the households occupying the excavated 
houses at new Halos varied in the level of their wealth? i do not think so. nicholas cahill has pointed out 
in his exemplary study of the houses of olynthos that storage practices could vary significantly within a 
city19. in olynthos, some households, though very few, had storage capacities that would serve a household 
for a year, but the majority of households had to rely on another storage strategy and might have obtained 
from communal storage available elsewhere in the city. Such areas have indeed been identified at olynthos. 
compared to olynthos, two of the houses at new Halos have large storage facilities: the House of the Snakes 

 15 beeStMan-kruyShaar 2003.
 16 the methodologies used in this analysis will be explained in detail and a full review of the results will be given in haagSMa in 

preparation.
17 beeStMan-kruyShaar 2003, 90 – 92.

 18 haagSMa 2003, 75.
 19 cahiLL 2002, 226 – 236.
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and the House of the amphorae, and their storage capacities may have been large enough to feed an average 
household for a year. Perhaps part of the households relied on buying from the market, although large scale 
storage facilities have not been identified at new Halos and probably never will be given the destruction of 
the remainder of the city.

We can conclude that the houses at Halos are comparable in their architectural layout, they all lack any 
form of architectural articulation and embellishment and there are no remarkable differences in the relative 
value and of artifacts.20 taken all this together, this points to a rather homogeneous population in terms of 
social organization and domestic economy. the inhabitants of new Halos worked as craftspeople, lived of 
animal husbandry, hunting and shellfish21, and given the agricultural equipment found in the houses, they 
must at least partly have lived off the produce of allotments near the city22. no clear expression of wealth 
was found in the houses.

kallithea
the newly studied site near the village of kallithea (the so-called kastro kallitheas) provides an excel-

lent base for an interregional comparison with the city at new Halos. the distance between new Halos and 
kallithea is well over 25 km as the crow flies (fig. 1), but there is a strong visual connection since kallithea 
is situated on top of a 600 meter high knoll with two tops (figs. 11. 12), effectively closing off the Plain of 
almiros on its western side. this knoll is a landmark in the lower lying rolling hills and provides a comman-
ding view of the surroundings, emphasizing the strategic location of the site23. the site is very well preserved 
and is characterized by the presence of extensive fortifications, city gates and buildings and streets that can 
easily be recognized at the surface once one walks over the site. the hilltop has been in use as grazing area 
for cattle, sheep and goats and in some areas bedrock emerges at the surface. no agricultural or quarrying 
activities have taken place at the site. these aspects and the remote location have ensured the relatively good 
condition of the archaeological remains.

the city measures 34 hectares in relation to its outer fortification walls and at least three construction 
phases have been recognized up until now. the round acropolis is the oldest part of the site (fig. 13). a second 
building phase includes the fortifications encircling the hilltops and the internal fortifications, the diateichis-
mata. furthermore, a public area consisting of an agora, with a stoa, public buildings and a small sanctuary 
has been recognized as well as housing areas, all fitting into a regular grid of streets. this building phase 
can tentatively be dated to the late 4th and early 3rd c. bc, largely based on the coins and ceramics found on 
site. in addition to mapping the visible architectural remains, we have intensively surveyed the site, collected 
surface finds in units of 20 × 20 m.

the visible architecture at the site correlated significantly with a stronger density of artifacts and we 
therefore concluded that not all areas of the site were in use at the same time, and that some parts of the site 
were never occupied. Housing was restricted to the eastern part of the site and part of the western area, both 
in vicinity of the city gates. the plan of the housing area is regular with housing blocks of the same size in 
the eastern and western areas: measuring 45 × 39.5 m. We do not yet have a clear idea of how the individual 
houses fit into the housing blocks and whether we have a regular pattern such as in Halos, but the buildings 
do have varied dimensions (fig. 14). the individual houses range from 14 × 15 m as in buildings 8 and 9, to 

 20 there are significant differences in the distribution of artifacts within the houses but none of these differences can be attributed 
to a distinction in wealth. 

 21 pruMMeL 2003, 215 – 221.
22 over the past 18 years, the Halos archaeological Survey Project has surveyed the southern part of the plain of almiros, the 

Sourpi plain and the eastern and southern slopes of mount othris. up until now few remains belong to the time period to which 
the city could be dated (302 – 265 bc) and it seems that the number of farmsteads belonging to this period is limited.

 23 the site at kallithea (kislar) was briefly studied by f. Stählin during the early 1900s, cf. f. StähLin, Zur Landeskunde der 
Phthiotis, am 31, 1906, 1 – 37; f. StähLin, die grenzen von melitaia, Pereia, Peumata und chalai, am 39, 1914, 83 – 103; 
f. StähLin, das hellenische thessalien (Stuttgart 1924, reprint amsterdam 1967); re XiX 2 (1938) 1399 – 1405 s. v. Peuma 
(f. StähLin). His study was mainly historical-topographical in character and no fieldwork was carried out. Stählin identified the 
site as the ancient city of Peuma, known from a number of inscriptions and coins. but since these inscriptions have not been 
found on the site and the number of coins found is as yet limited, we prefer to call the site by its modern toponym.
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14 × 19 m as in building 10 (fig. 15)24. the house plans vary as well. based on what is visible at the surface, 
we can recognize buildings similar to what we have at Halos with a courtyard to the southwest and a similar 
configuration of rooms with one large room and four smaller side-rooms (building 8). but houses with a more 
complex configuration exist as well, such as building 10, which have a multitude of spaces and a courtyard 
in the centre. one aspect that the houses have in common – and which differs from Halos – is an entrance 
away from the street or avenue25.

there are also indications that at least some of the houses had a second storey: a retaining wall with slots 
for beams lower on the hill, as well as a stairway hewn out in the rocks in one of the buildings in the housing 
area at kallithea are indications for this.

our project aims to excavate at least three houses in future years. as the entire terrain is already owned by 
the greek state, we are in the fortunate position that we can sample with care all over the site, making sure that 
we include houses in good state of preservation, with varying ground plans and in various areas of the site.

We have started excavating building 10 this year after having dug a small test trench in 2006. the deposit 
covering building 10 proved to be quite thick with at least 80 cm of soil to be removed in order to reach 
the lowest floor level. one preliminary result was that more than one architectural and habitation phase was 
detected, both in the architecture as well as in the stratigraphy. So far, we can identify at least one floor level 
which we have tentatively dated to the middle of the 2nd c. bc.

this floor level, of which we have only excavated 2 sq. m so far, shows signs of sudden abandonment. 
artifacts in good state of preservation, like a complete unguentarium and a lamp were found on the floor, as 
well as remains of a marble louterion, a number of loom-weights and astragalia. in terms of architecture, we 
determined that the foundations of the building were constructed out of stone up to a fairly high level. the foun-
dations appear to have been strengthened in the second phase with heavier worked blocks, sometimes consisting 
of spolia, lying on top of smaller foundation stones. in at least three of the rooms we excavated we found traces 
of plaster in various colors: red, yellow, black and blue, as well as moldings (fig. 16). in addition, two capitals 
in the area closest to the courtyard were discovered, as well as a marble block with three protrusions, probably 
serving as a symbolic marker of a doorway, a very typical phenomenon in achaia Phthiotis (fig. 17)26.

conclusion

in terms of size, construction and architectural articulation, building 10 bears the signs of a house with 
displays of relative wealth. it compares to a number of houses in Pharsala excavated by S. karapanou27.

at this point we are – of course – dealing with a single partially excavated house and we cannot draw 
any conclusions yet about social organization and domestic economy in kallithea without further research. 
but the information we have retrieved from kastro kallithea so far does tell us something about new Halos, 
although the houses there were two or three generations earlier. it implies that the rather simple and homo-
geneous housing in the city of new Halos does not set a standard for Hellenistic housing in this part of the 
greek mainland. it also shows how unique new Halos may be, given its remarkably short urban history.

 24 Whether these buildings have a domestic purpose is as yet unverified. our survey results do not indicate specific information about 
the nature of human activities in these buildings other than domestic ones. However, the amount of deposit in the abovementioned 
buildings is such that the material of the lower strata has often not appeared at the surface of the terrain. this has been determined 
by the excavation of a number of test trenches in buildings 8 and 10. only an excavation can provide a clearer picture about the 
nature of human activities in these buildings.

 25 Houses with entrances that do not provide a direct connection between the house and the street or avenue are not common in 
the classical and Hellenistic period. the known houses at kallithea having an entrance in the alleyway resemble a classical/
Hellenistic house in Pharsala (Polizou property at the 25th march street 7) excavated by S. karapanou of the 15th ephorate at 
Larissa in this respect (karapanou 1999, 423). there are indications that other houses in Pharsala have entrances to alleys as 
well.

 26 another such a stone was found at the entrance of building 5, a presumable small sanctuary near the agora (tziaFaLiaS et al. 
2006). Similar stones have been also found in Phthiotic eretria in the context of a sanctuary which was probably dedicated to 
apollo (i. bLuM, die Stadt eretria in thessalien, aaa 15, 1982, 159 – 175) as well as Hellenistic domestic contexts in Pharsala 
(karapanou, personal communication).

 27 karapanou 1999, 423.
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What does this tell us about kastro kallithea? if we place building 10 in its urban context, we should be 
able to say something about the urban history as well. Survey and excavations of the public area of the city, 
the agora, proved that it was abandoned after a sudden event, exemplified by traces of fire in several public 
buildings together with the presence of arrowheads and catapult balls.

no comparable traces have been found in the housing area so far. it looks like this particular part of the 
site, especially the area near the eastern city had been in use for a longer period of time. given the rather 
turbulent history of this part of thessaly, with the alternating – or simultaneous – presence of greeks, mace-
donians, aetolians and romans, we assume that the city may have been in use by a variety of parties over 
time, who used the strategic location of the site, its natural defensive terrain and its fortifications for their 
own purposes. it is to be expected that the history of building activities and occupation of the housing in this 
city will display more variety than in cities in which this is not the case.

clearly, this is all work in progress, in particular in the case of kallithea, and the results are still preli-
minary. but what i hope to have achieved with this paper are two things. i wanted to stress the value and 
potential of the type of excavation and analysis we have conducted at Halos for an understanding of the 
social organization of the households there. and i hope to have shown, with my example from kallithea, 
how wary we must be of extrapolating broader conclusions from those results. even cities as close together 
– both regionally and chronologically – as new Halos and kallithea appear, at first glance at least, seem to 
have been remarkably different.
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